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D UKE of Cambridge, second the female voice asked: ”If you don't hate the British, why
in line to the British throne, visited Israel this do you want to join the Irgun?“
week.
”I want them to go back to Britain and leave us alone.“
He seems a likable person. He looked like I answered.
a prince should look, did all the right things, said all the
Somehow, this answer seemed to satisfy them, and a
right things, and even ate a watermelon with our mayor on few weeks later I was received into the organization.
the sandy shore of Tel Aviv.
WHY DID the British leave Palestine? There are sevIf the British had not left Palestine 70 years ago, eral possible answers.
William would now be my prince, too. I remember having
Former members of the Irgun and its smaller sister,
a day off from school on his great-grandfather's birthday. the Freedom Fighters (known to the British as ”the Stern
The British had obtained the League of Nations “man- Gang“) are convinced that it was their daring assassinations
date” over Palestine by posing as the protectors of Zionism and bomb attacks that did the job, including their bombing
(with the famous “Balfour Declaration). But they did not of the King David hotel in Jerusalem, which served as
like us very much. The picturesque Arabs, gracious hosts a British HQ. Ninety-one persons of both sexes, British,
by nature, attracted them much more strongly.
Arabs and Jews, were killed there on July 22, 1946.
MY OWN relationship with the British crown has alHowever, the official Zionist leadership believed that
ways been a bit complicated.
it was their clever application of political pressure that did
When I was 14 years old, the economic situation of my the job.
family compelled me to go to work. I found employment
I believe that it was the general change in the global
at a lawyer's office. The boss had studied at Oxford, and all situation. After WWII the British Empire was weak. It
our business was conducted in English, a language I had could not keep its hold on India, the jewel of the crown,
to learn in a hurry, and that I have loved ever since. Some and without India the Suez Canal became less significant.
of our clients were members of the British administration. British Palestine was a fortress for the defense of the Canal,
A few months later, the British hanged a young Jew and lost its importance without it. With all the violence in
who had thrown a bomb at an Arab bus. I decided to fill his the country, the British thought that it was just not worth
place and got in contact with the Irgun underground. I was the candle.
instructed to present myself at a certain school building at
When the bus of my comrades and I in the pre-state
a certain time.
army was on its way to our first battles, we sometimes
When I approached the building, it seemed totally de- passed buses of British soldiers on their way to Haifa harserted, except for a young couple kissing in the doorway. I bor. The usual obscene jokes were exchanged. And that
was shown my way in the dark and ushered into a room, was that.
where I was seated facing a dazzling light. I felt, rather
WHILE THE British prince was touring the country
than saw, people around me.
and uttering the fitting phrases about a ”just peace“, anA voice from the darkness asked me several questions, other prince from overseas was doing the same. Jared
and then it asked: ”Do you hate the Arabs?“
Kushner, the Jewish son-in-law of President Trump, was
”No'“ I answered truthfully. Working in the courts I also touring the country. He was accompanied by Jason
had met a number of Arab colleagues, and they seemed Greenblatt, another Jewish emissary from Trump. This
nice people.
holy pair, who make no secret of their utter contempt for
For a moment, the people behind the projector were the Palestinians, is supposed to make peace.
dumbfounded. Then a young woman's voice asked: ”Do
How will they succeed where dozens of other initiayou hate the British?“
tives have failed? Why should they have more chance than
the dozens who preceded them?
Foolishly, I told the truth: ”No! I rather like them.“
Behind the projector, there was a deep silence. Then
Well, they have a Big Plan. A Plan so Big that cannot
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be refused. A Secret Plan.
Secret from whom? From the Palestinians, of course.
Binyamin Netanyahu was a partner in shaping it. If not
actually its author.
Years ago, we had a celebrated theater critic. Once, at
the premiere of a new play, he got up after ten minutes and
made for the exit.
”How can you write a review if you have not seen the
whole play?“ demanded an actor.
”I don't have to eat the whole apple to know that it is
rotten,“ the critic answered.
The same is true of a Big Plan. The details that have
already leaked quite suffice.
It is not a plan to be accepted by the two sides. It is a
plan to be imposed on one side. The Palestinian side.
WHEN THE British left in 1948, there was already a
UN plan in place.
Palestine was to be divided into a Jewish and a Palestinian state, with Jerusalem as a neutral unit, all these parts
united in a kind of economic federation.
The Palestinians rejected the plan. They considered
the whole country their homeland, and hoped to regain it
with the help of the Arab armies.
The Jewish side accepted the plan without hesitation.
Like everyone who was alive in the country at the time,
I remember the wild jubilation in the streets. But David
Ben-Gurion did not dream for a moment of remaining satisfied with it. He knew that a war would break out, and
hoped that our side would enlarge its territory decisively.
As indeed happened.
The day after the 1948 war ended, the Partition Plan
was dead. A new reality had come into being. The war
had partitioned Palestine into three units: Israel proper,

the West Bank—which was now a part of the Kingdom
of Jordan—and the Gaza Strip, which was governed by
Egypt.
Today, several wars later (who is counting?), Israel
dominates in different ways all of historical Palestine. And
peace seems far, far away.
IN THEORY, what are the alternatives?
Right after the 1948 war, in early 1949, a tiny group of
young people in the country, including a Muslim Arab, a
Druze Arab and myself (curiously enough, all three of us
later became members of the Knesset) devised a plan for
the solution: the so-called Two-State Solution. One country, two states—Israel and Palestine, Jerusalem as a joint
capital, open borders between all parts, a joint economy.
We found no takers. Everybody was against it: the
government of Israel, the Arab states, the USA, the Soviet
Union (until 1969), Europe, the Muslim world.
That was 70 years ago. And see the miracle: today
that is almost a world consensus. Everybody is for the
”two-state solution“. Even Netanyahu sometimes pretends
to be.
There is no third alternative. It's either two-states or a
colonial Jewish state in all the country.
Yared Kushner may well be a genius, just like his
father-in-law. But even his brilliant Jewish brain will not
find another solution. And all the power of the United
States will not suffice to keep the Palestinian people down
forever. The Big Plan is just another prescription for eternal war.
I wish that Europe, including the post-brexit Britain,
were willing and able to prevent this catastrophe. If I had
met the prince on the sandy seashore, I would have told
him just that.

